1st December 2020

As you know, we will be allowed to
return to church for worship from
Sunday, 6th December. The
previous seat reservation system
will be used.
To be fair to all, bookings will be
taken from midday on the
Monday prior to the service until
midday on Friday of the same
week when the booking lines will
be closed. This is to allow time to
arrange the seats in church to
accommodate the correct number
of people in each ‘bubble’.
As usual we will need the following
information:
➢ The name of the person making
the reservation,
➢ The number of people in the
‘bubble’ and
➢ A contact telephone number.
On Sunday 13th December there
will be three services;

➢ morning worship at 10.30am
➢ Candlelight Carol Services at
4.00pm and 6.00pm.

Advent ring prepared by Margaret Rumens

To reserve a seat for worship
ring or text 07928 818562
or email reservations@solihull-methodist.org.uk

We normally hold our Toy Service on this
Sunday, but due to the pandemic, we cannot
collect toys. So this year we are asking for
gifts of money . As in previous years we will
be supporting the SWEET Project
The SWEET Project is based in South
Birmingham. In 2009 Jayne Hulbert and Jayne
Cresswell decided they would establish a
service for families in need after the charity
they worked for was closed. They decided
they would set up a family support service. In
the early days, the priorities were to find
suitable office accommodation and acquire
the necessary financial and business
expertise. However, the real breakthrough
came from a relationship which was
developed with the University of Birmingham
and students studying for degrees in social
work. The Jaynes developed a simple idea
with two aims: one was to find a way of
meeting the needs of families and adults; the
other to improve the quality of placement
learning opportunities for student social
workers.
SWEET is expecting that January will be a
time of great need for the families they
support. For example, in a typical year many
families have extra problems with money for
Christmas and also after Christmas when
there is an even greater number of family
difficulties and breakdowns. This year of
course, problems will be amplified due to the
Pandemic. We have therefore been asked to
donate money, which can, for example, be
turned into supermarket vouchers to ensure
that children and parents do not go hungry.
You can donate by using one of the gift
envelopes you will find in church or by
putting a cheque, made payable to Solihull
Methodist Church, into the church letter box

or sending it to the church office. Please be
sure to write SWEET Project on the back of
your cheque. The deadline for these
donations is Sunday 20th December.
We hope that you will be willing to help this
organisation during Advent and give some
local families a happier New Year. If you
would like to find out more about the project
here is the link:
https://sweetproject.co.uk/what-is-thesweet-project/
We look forward to sharing this year’s gift
service with you –
The Church Life and Mission Committee

During the current lockdown, we have
offered private prayer time for those who
wish to come into church but don’t feel
safe to come to worship. This will
continue on
Sundays 6th and 20th December.
The church will be open between
12 and 1pm
no booking is required.
NB The church will not be available for
private prayer on Sunday, 13th December
to allow time for preparation for the two
Candlelight Carol Services.
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December 6th - Gift Service

December 24th Christmas Eve

The Church Life and Mission group wil lead
our first service after the end of the current
lockdown.

There will be no Messy Crib Service this
year.

December 13th Morning
Donald Ker will lead our worship as we
dedicate a reading stand for the
Communion Table, in memory of Sylvia
Bailey. This service will include Holy
Communion which will be served in the
same way as in October.

Christmas Eve Communion
9.00pm
Peter Bates and Donald Ker. Please note
the earlier than usual starting time for this
service. This will allow time for the
stewards to sanitise the chairs and
rearrange them into the ‘bubbles’ needed
for Christmas Day. As usual, the offertory
on Christmas Eve and Christmas Day will go
to ‘Action for Children’.

December 13th Evening
Church Candlelight Carol
Service(s).
This has been fully scripted by Judith
Farndon and, although it won’t have as
many participants as usual, it does promise
to be another wonderful experience
for the church family.
In order for as many people as possible to
join in with this popular celebration, there
will be a service at 4.00 pm and a second
one at 6.00 pm.
Use the normal booking system and state
which service you would like to attend.

December 25th
Christmas Morning Service.
Donald Ker will produce a simple short
service. Obviously, it will not be
possible to include those elements
involving children, which we all love in this
service.

December 27th
Peter Bates leads our worship on the final
Sunday of the year.

The Church will not be open for prayer and
reflection in the week before Christmas as
has happened in previous years.

December 20th Morning
Service of Readings and Carols.
Peter Farndon and Donald Ker are
preparing this.
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Sunday January 10th
Covenant Service.
One of our Superintendent Ministers, Nick
Jones, will lead this very important service
in the life of the Church.

New Baby

90th
Birthday
Joan Parman
celebrated her 90th
birthday on 23rd
November

Death
We are sorry to
announce that Vic
White died on
Saturday 21st
November – 10
days before his
90th birthday.
We remember his
family and friends
in our prayers

Charlotte was born on Sunday 29th
November. Congratulations to
Katherine and Michael.

As you know, following Andrew's
decision to seek ill-health retirement,
we have entered the stationing process
for a new minister to be with us from
September 2021.
Unfortunately we were not able to find
a suitable 'match' in the first round of
the process earlier in the month so we
will go forward to the second round in
the coming week.

If you are coming
to church why not
bring something
to drop into the
Foodbank
Collection bin in
the entrance of
the church.

We have been assured that there is
every possibility that we will be
successful in this second round and we
look forward to sharing good news
soon. In the mean time, please hold
those involved in the matching process
in your prayers.

There is huge
need.
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more.) The Wall will be an iconic
landmark, twice the size of the
Angel of the North and will be
built near Coleshill. The aim of
the project, 16 years in the planning, is to
encourage and inspire people going through
the storms of life. It’s three key goals are to
preserve the Christian heritage of our nation,
to encourage prayer and proclaim Jesus for
our country. It will make hope visible, and it
will be right on our door-step. How exciting is
that!
The readings for the first Sunday in Advent
contain two themes which we seek to hold
together - hurting and hoping. Perhaps they
have never seemed more relevant. So many
are hurting and we are in urgent need of the
message of hope which Advent brings. Isaiah
reminds us that we are called to be people of
hope, people who know that with Jesus all
things are possible, no evil is left
unredeemed.
This is my prayer for you - “May the God of
hope fill you with all joy and peace as you
trust in Him, so that you may overflow with
hope by the power of the Holy Spirit.”
(Romans 15:13 NIV)
With love and blessings to you all,
Chris

The Season of Hope
My dear friends,
As we move into Advent, the season of hope,
we’re all taking in the implications of the
news that our area has been allocated to tier
3 in the continuing Covid struggle. “The
season of hope?” you may well ask! I
imagine that this may be the most unusual,
challenging period of Advent the majority of
us will have lived through. There is a deep
sense of being unsettled, maybe despondent,
of being ‘in a gap’ between life as it was and
life as it will be, as we long for it to be. We
are made for relationships, for connection,
and I know I’m not alone in desperately
missing the fellowship, warmth, fun and
support of all the generations within our
church family. Telephone calls and zoom are
a great blessing but it’s just not the same as
face to face! We so need to hear the Advent
message
I wonder if you have heard about a
remarkable local project, The Eternal Wall of
Answered Prayer. It will be made of a million
interactive bricks, each representing an
answered prayer, with a bespoke app which
will allow visitors to unlock the associated
story. (Google eternalwall.org.uk to learn
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Lindy B tells us that Girlguiding and Children in Need
joined together to set a challenge called ‘Act your Age’:
Each Rainbow, Brownie and leader was challenged to
think of something they could do n times, where n is that
person’s age. So:
❖ Paige completed a 10 hour
❖ Stella challenged herself to have 5 goes on 5 different
silence, 5 hours on Saturday
pieces of play equipment at the park.
and 5 hours on Sunday. She
used a chalk board to
❖ Honor challenged herself to taste 7 foods that she had
communicate (as you can see
never tried before. She has decided that she now likes
from the chalk on her face in
mango chutney.
the photo!) and even played
❖ Daisy is in the middle of reading 7 books.
Pictionary while silent.
❖ Alice challenged herself to run 7 miles. She ran 4 miles
❖ Fluffy Owl planted 70 bulbs in
on Saturday and 3½ on Sunday.
pots to give away.
❖ Ava learned to ride a bicycle then cycled around the
Tudor Grange track 9 times.
❖ Lucy cycled around the track at Tudor
Grange Park 8 times each day for a
week, even when it was raining.
❖ Iona ran 8 miles on the treadmill at
home and has plans to cycle 8 miles
at the weekend, weather permitting.
❖ Jess completed a 9 hour silence, all
on one day.
❖ Lauren is making 9 full-sized cakes.
She has made 3 and will make the
others over the next few weeks.
❖ Madison challenged herself to catch a
ball 9 times without dropping it; she
has always struggled with catching a
ball so this was a real challenge.
Through perseverance, she managed
to catch the ball 95 times without
dropping it.
❖ Abby is 5 books into a 9 book read.
❖ Katie completed 9 sets of 10 rugby
passes after her Zoom rugby class.
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Jonah and the Big Fish
Jonah being swallowed by the whale

The coloured cut
out of Jonah
waiting to be
hidden

Dean Taylor has put another Messy Church session on the church
website. The video tells the story of Jonah ignoring God’s call to
go to the people of Nineveh. Following a shipwreck he ends up
being swallowed by a whale. When Jonah is free from the whale
he then obey God’s call.
The activity in the session is to colour a cut out of Jonah and then
hide it somewhere in the home and see if your family can find it –
sort of Hide and Seek.
The session ends with a lively song about Jonah and the whale.

Jonah preaching in Nineveh
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We hope that you are enjoying the online
pre-recorded Sunday Services. We have had
lovely messages from as far afield as
Australia. And Teesside.

laptop’s microphone)!
An enhanced recording of this service now
sits alongside the pre-recorded version on
the Church’s YouTube channel. Please
subscribe and share with friends.

Now, work continues at pace to realise the
goal of live-streaming Sunday services…..
Pete Austin has built the prototype network
using a laptop as an encoder; taking video
input from our mobile video camera; sound
from Derek Woolley’s sound-desk; and
splicing of externally prepared contributions.
All managed in a COVID-compliant
environment, of course!
To date hymns and songs have been
arranged, performed, recorded, and edited
by Peter Farndon with the amazing singers,
but there will shortly be the option to have
“live” performances from the Chancel.
We have also had the usual contributions
from Linda Bates and those lively kids.

At the time of writing in November, we have
had a test transmission of Revd Nick Jones’
Service, which went very well. We were only
let down by a shortage in bandwidth (which
slowed the video) and a last-minute
realisation that there simply wasn’t space to
get the sound-desk input jack into the
encoder PC (leading us to fall back on the
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Plans can now be developed to make the
broadcast more reliable, higher quality and
farther reaching. The first instalment of new
kit and cables is already on its way.
It may be that it will be some months before
many people will feel comfortable about
returning to the Church building, and some
may never do so. The ability to live-stream
will make quite a difference. So, we very
much hope that we can make streaming a
regular part of our Sunday worship and
mission, continuing to allow many more
people to join us, even if they cannot be
physically with us in the Church. The
recordings will also then be available to be
caught up on later.
We are very grateful for all the contributions
mentioned above, but please let any of us
know about anything you would like to add.
And if you fancy helping.

Pete Austin, David Grey, James Coleman and
Kevin Allen

The comedian, Eric Sykes, was a wireless
operator in the 2nd World War, landing in
Normandy a few days after D-Day. He
was at Caen, later in Denmark and,
towards the end of the war, in Belgium
where, with more time on his hands he
volunteered to join a group set up to
entertain the other troops.
One of the group was Denis Norden and
another was ………….. who, after his
demob, became a minister in the
Methodist Church. Eric writes ‘I suppose
being a writer of saucy revues was his way
of sowing his wild oats’. They put on a

show which was an
immediate hit, mainly
because of the brilliant
writing of Denis Norden
and ……….
At the end of the war Eric, Denis and ……….
visited Belsen. Eric writes ‘……….., Denis
Norden and I were totally unprepared for
the sights that hit us between the eyes.
Appalled, aghast, repelled -’
Who was this minister? Replies to Sue
please.

Christmas Stocking Filler
Soupa Talks has been unable to meet
due to of the pandemic restrictions but
there are some copies available of
Ivan’s popular second volume of soup
recipes .
If you would like a copy (price £7) please
contact Sue Balmer - 07905460365 or
suebalmer162@btinternet.com
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Gas Boilers to Go
In the 15th July Messenger I mentioned that 80%
of UK energy still comes from fossil fuels (gas, oil
and coal). To reduce that 80% heating with gas
will be forbidden in new houses after 2023. That
is in only 3 years’ time. In truth, even if 300,000
new houses are built a year, the percentage ‘gas
free’ will only increase by about 1.2%/year, but it
is another step in a ‘green’ direction.
A straight switch from gas to electricity could
quadruple costs. Instead, Government is
expecting builders to install heat pumps.
Heat pumps do what the name implies. They
pump heat from one place to another.
Refrigerators use heat pumps. They remove the
heat from the air coming into the fridge at the
front by reducing its temperature by about 15oC
and pump it out at the back. You can hear the
pump switch on and feel the warmth at the back.
Air conditioning boxes you see on the outside of
buildings are heat pumps. They can pump cool air
into a building in summer or warm air in winter.
Heat pumps use chemicals which change from
liquid to gas and back again at near normal air
temperatures. Ammonia was used, then CFCs
until these were found damaging the ozone layer
(and why old refrigerators need careful
recycling). Isobutane is now common.
Heat pumps pump the chemical through 2
‘radiators (or, more properly, heat exchangers)’.
In the first one the collected heat turns the liquid
into a gas. This is then compressed becoming hot.
The hot gas goes into the second heat exchanger
where its heat is pushed out by a fan or
transferred to central heating pipes. The cycle is
completed when the gas goes through an
evaporator becoming liquid again.
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When working efficiently 4 units of
heat can be moved by one unit of
electricity so the cost is similar to
gas. However, efficiency drops in
cold weather (and the pump may
stop entirely at about 5oC below
freezing) so pumps should be fitted
on the sunniest wall. Good
builders will offer more expensive
‘ground source heat pumps’. These
draw heat from long loops of pipe
buried in the ground where the
temperature remains the same
summer and winter.
Heat pumps can, of course, be
installed in existing houses, but
capital costs are high.
Richard Balmer
Greener Church Group

Birmingham Methodist Circuit, a collection
of 34 churches spread across Birmingham,
Solihull and the neighbouring edge of
Warwickshire, are looking for a
Communications Officer. We require
someone who can be creative in their
writing and design skills on a variety of
platforms and who is also competent in
managing and running a range of different
software systems.
The post holder will have the following
responsibilities:
To deliver and administer Circuit
communications systems, including the
website, weekly mailings, social media and
the writing of creative content. As well as
supporting any new developments needed
to the systems

To manage and deliver Circuit IT systems
including Office 365, online Circuit database,
virus protection, circuit devices and
equipment with their associated accounts.
The successful applicant will have 5 or more
GCSEs or equivalent, and is likely to be
educated to degree level or similar. It is
essential that the applicant has experience
of managing and editing websites, personal
software and creating written material for
online platforms.
Further details and application form are
available to download from our website or
contact Circuit Administrator 0121 472 1060
ssaunderson@birminghammethodistcircuit.
org.uk
Closing Date for applications: 12 noon on
Friday 4th December 2020

www.jazzcommunity.church
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You will have seen in the news that safe and
effective vaccines will soon be available.
In order to deliver as many vaccinations to as
many people in priority groups as possible,
we are seeking people with appropriate
experience to join our team. These paid jobs
include clinical and non-clinical roles, and we
would encourage you to share these job
opportunities with any friends or family you
feel may be interested in helping us.
A variety of job roles will be needed, which
include: ·
• Vaccinators ·
• Drivers ·
• Security ·
• Administrators ·
• First-aiders ·
• Coordinators ·
• Organisers ·
• Care workers ·
• Marshalls ·
• Logistical movers and handlers

We will be providing full training and
induction so we are initially asking for your
commitment to working with us. We will
discuss with you how your skills and
experience can best be used. We can then
talk with you about the pay and conditions.
All roles have been risk assessed as low risk
roles so you can be assured that you will be
enabled to work safely.
Those interested will be employed by
University Hospitals Birmingham NHS
Foundation Trust, the workforce lead for the
Birmingham and Solihull programme.
We need to fill these roles, and fast, so we
would be grateful to know as soon as
possible whether you will be able to support
us. All you, your friends or family members
need to do is email the vaccine workforce
team expressing your interest and providing
a contact telephone number. We will then
make contact to progress the conversation.
covidvaccineworkforce@uhb.nhs.uk
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Church Team

Rev Andrew Orton
Dean Taylor
Minister –
Children and Youth worker
on sick leave

Diane Webb
Pastoral and
Community Worker

Janice Smith
Church Administrator

Church Office 0121 705 7367
www.solihull-methodist.org.uk

Chris Giles
Pastoral Coordinator

The Messenger Team
Sue Balmer, Bryan Fitter,
Jeff Horton, Sue Kelley,
Rev Andrew Orton and Lawrie
Rumens
During the Covid lockdown we
are producing 2 Messengers a
month.
If you have any news or other
items please send it to
messenger@solihullmethodist.org.uk
We reserve the right to edit
articles if necessary and are
not responsible for the views
of contributors.
Please send photographs
separately as jpeg files
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Thanks to the Property
Committee for fixing a bench
in the church grounds so that
you can sit, contemplate and
have a view up towards the
roundabout. It is there for
anyone to use.
Also thank you to all the
hardworking gardeners who
have making the grounds so
attractive this year

Tuesday Morning
Communion Service
9.30 am

CC BY-SA

This will be held in the church
and not the Margaret Wharam
room

The Wednesday
prayer group
is now meeting by Zoom each
Wednesday at 9.30am.

CC BY

If you would like to join in,
please contact Chris Giles for
details.
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Jonah being swallowed by the
whale

** Messy Christmas Craft Pack**
This year, we’re providing Messy Christmas magic in a wallet of craft and
puzzle activities.
Please email Dean
dtaylor@birminghammethodistcircuit.org.uk
to collect one, from church or to have one delivered to any child or children
who may appreciate one.
They can be collected on Saturday 5th December
The magic will continue the Christmas story and music via a video link in your
pack, and a Zoom celebration on Christmas Eve.

www.solihull-methodist.org.uk

Blossomfield Road
Solihull
0121 705 7367

